
PLEASE Excuse the tired analogy and feel free to sneer whilst exhaling a little.  But stay with me….If Turismo was your girlfriend….
well what do you think?  Good looking?  Envy of your friends?  Many talents?  No, come on don’t be stupid...if GT was your GF you 
should marry her.  Before I loose you entirely, you might recall this life lesson:  A women meets her ideal man and spends all her 
time trying to change and mould him into what she wants.  A man meets his ideal woman and he spends all his time preying she 
won’t change a bit.  AND now you get it… in the nine years since the first game GT has barely changed at all.  And like your ideal 
woman, that’s actually a great thing. Far too many girls games turn into bloated, greasy haired, tired monsters.  GT just grew up 
from a hot young chick into a refined young Lady.. 
 
As sales prove, most are gentlemen and look past the game’s faults.  Turismo, being so popular will always find it’s detractors and 
Turismo does have three rather serious disabilities.  There’s no damage modelling or car flipping, there’s no online multiplayer rac-
ing and the Artificial Intelligence is really dumb.  This was all forgivable on the first Playstation by the time the fourth game was 
out...somewhat less so. 
 
With these omissions in mind, that this game is still highly regarded and sells well is clear testament to the game’s core strengths.  
Gran Turismo (from Polyphony Digital) is acknowledged throughout the gaming industry as a turning point and a reference point for 
racing game fans of all platforms and all genres.  
 
In April 2001 ( Japan ) or July 2001 (UK)  GT3:A-spec launched on Playstation 2.  As a flagship Sony title, the queue in my local game 
shop was 20 people deep.  Now on DVD, it gave the most realistic physics (crashing excluded) available at home or in the arcade 
and for the first time ever the graphics are better than anything in the arcades.  The sensation of driving is phenomenal and whilst 
the replays in the earlier games were amazing, here they were perfected.  Real-time reflections with aperture and white balance trick-
ery gave the most beautiful real-time car models ever seen, and the ability to link up 6 consoles to race together full screen means 
Polyphony could go on to sell more copies of this than any previous racing game—ever.  Especially since Sony moved the game to 
budget price very quickly.  Compatibility with a newly released force-feedback wheel capped off an already fantastic game.  Over 
eighteen months after release, it was still in the all-format top twenty and a year after dropping in price, was still the number one 
budget game on PS2.  Ultimately it sold 11 Million copies—with Grand Theft Auto games denying the honour of best selling PS2 
game. 
 
GT4:Prologue arrived 28 May 2004—the demo. GT4 was released March 2005 shipping 3M day one. GT4 added a really neat fea-
tures where players could pause certain replays and take a high-res snapshot onto a USB memory stick.  Two years later, the prom-
ised online version was confirmed as cancelled but still GT4 was selling well.   
 
Turismo: The truly, undisputed, king of racers.   

Spin Off 
RELEASED: 
2001 GT3 Concept 2001 Tokyo - Japan release 
2002 GT3 Concept 2002 Tokyo-Geneva - Euro release 
2004 GT4 Prologue 
2006 GT HD Concept.  The cut-back version of the cancelled HD. A downloadable 
only demo released Christmas eve 2006. 
 
Promos: 
2003 GT4 Toyota Prius—Jpn only. 
2003 GT4 VW Lupo GTI cup car - Jpn only, Tsukuba Circuit 
2004 GT4 BMW 1 series promo 
2004 GT4 Nissan Micra Roma 
2005 GT4 Nissan 350Z (Bright Yellow+Black car).  700 copies 
 
There were three  other interesting versions: In 2002 for the Toyota Amlux Expo 
Edition, it combined GT3 and GT3 concept cars all together in one game.  In 
2004 they had GT4 Prologue running in a full motion simulator—a collaboration 
with Subaru.  In 2005 they had GT4 playing a MTRC Toyota in a full scale car—
not with a monitor but a VR headset—for promotion at the Geneva Motor show.  
Finally in 2005 they had 5000 gamers in Japan helping test a fully online GT4 but 
it was never intended for release, it was just for testing online for future ver-
sions. 
 
CANCELLED PROJECTS: 
GT4 Mobile - Meant for PSP—heavily marketed.   
GT4 Online - Meant to be released after GT4. 
Gran Turismo for Boys - the dumbed down/arcade version 
GT HD—First called Vision, then HD Concept, then given away free. 

GT3:  There’s a lot of numbers thrown around but roughly speaking, each car 
model is about 4000 polygons.  In Contrast the original Playstation game used 
500-800 polygons. 

Takashi Kiuchi, (product relations official at Mitsubishi) 
"There's no doubt that Gran Turismo played a huge role in our 
decision to launch the Lancer Evolution in the United States," and 
he added "The car wouldn't have attracted as much attention as it 
has in the United States without the game."  December 2002. 


